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BLACK
GUERRILLA
FAMILY
(BGF) The Black Guerrilla
Family
(BGF)
is
a
politically oriented major
prison gang. This BGF
tattoo displays a black
dragon attacking a prison
gun tower. BGF commonly
use different versions of a
dragon surrounding a prison
tower and holding a
correctional officer in its
clutches. Sun, 11 Nov 2018
16:10:00
GMT
PROTECTED A Tattoos
and Their Meanings - Be
sure to check out more of
our coverage on prison
tattoos, including 15 more
prison tattoos and their
meanings,
12
Russian
prison tattoos and their
meanings, and a collection
of inmate takes on ... Sun,
11 Nov 2018 23:48:00
GMT 15 prison tattoos and
their
meanings
CorrectionsOne - This
tattoo is among the few
prison tattoos that can be
described as an amazing
work of art. The watch
obviously represents doing
time in prison, but the lack
of hands on the clock shows
that one is serving a lengthy
sentence. Sat, 02 Nov 2013
23:05:00 GMT 70+ Tough
Prison Tattoo Designs &
Meanings - [2018 Ideas] One tattoo that you will see
in the Russian prison
system is the dagger
through the neck tattoo.
This symbol means the
person wearing it has
murdered
someone
in

prison and is willing to do it
again for the right price.
Sat, 10 Nov 2018 01:59:00
GMT
Prison
Tattoos
Meaning | 45+ Ideas and
Designs - Whether you get
a tattoo to express your
individuality, for artistic
expression, or just because
Bieber got one, there is no
denying its popularity. We
recently discovered a much
more intriguing side to
tattoos and tattooâ€¦ prison
tattoos and their secret
meanings. Sun, 11 Nov
2018 14:51:00 GMT Prison
Tattoos and Their Secret
Meanings - artfido.com We'll begin with the most
ubiquitous tattoo in all of
prison lore: the teardrop.
While it has a few different
interpretations to wearers
on the outside, when you're
inside a cell, it has one
understood meaning: this
inmate has killed someone.
Sat, 10 Nov 2018 19:45:00
GMT Hidden Meanings
Behind Prison Tattoos
Revealed - guff.com - A
common and easily applied
prison tattoo, the teardrop
has a number of different
meanings. Traditionally, it
means the wearer has killed
someone, but this is not
always the case. It can
mean a lengthy prison
sentence, or, when simply
the outline of a teardrop,
can mean the wearer is in
prison
for
attempted
murder. Prison Tattoos and
Meanings | Criminal Tattoo
Designs
With
the
popularity of shows like
"Orange is the New Black"
and "Sons of Anarchy," the
fascination with prison

tattoos has grown. So to
help keep you up to date on
your
prison
tattoo
knowledge, we put together
this list of 10 prison tattoos
and the meanings behind
them. 10 Prison Tattoos
and The Meaning Behind
Them - RebelCircus prison tattoo meaning pdf
protected a tattoos and their
meanings15 prison tattoos and
their meanings - correctionsone
70+ tough prison tattoo designs
&amp; meanings - [2018 ideas]
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